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Abstract—DNSSEC deployment is long overdue; however, it
seems to be finally taking off. Recent cache poisoning attacks
motivate protecting DNS, with strong cryptography, rather than
with challenge-response ‘defenses’.
Our goal is to motivate and help correct DNSSEC deployment.
We discuss the state of DNSSEC deployment, obstacles to
adoption and potential ways to increase adoption. We then
present a comprehensive overview of challenges and potential
pitfalls of DNSSEC, well known and less known, including:
• Vulnerable configurations: we present several DNSSEC configurations, which are natural and, based on the limited
deployment so far, expected to be popular, yet are vulnerable
to attack. This includes NSEC3 opt-out records and interdomain referrals (in NS, MX and CNAME records).
• Incremental Deployment: we discuss potential for increased
vulnerability due to popular practices of incremental deployment, and recommend secure practice.
• Super-sized Response Challenges: DNSSEC responses include cryptographic keys and hence are relatively long; we
explain how this extra-long responses cause interoperability
challenges, and can be abused for DoS and even DNS
poisoning. We discuss potential solutions.
Keywords: DNSSEC, DNS security, DNS cache poisoning.

Cryptographic defenses ensure security even against a MitM
attacker, who is able to eavesdrop and modify traffic; however,
they require adoption by both end-points to the DNS transaction and significant deployment and maintenance efforts. In
contract, challenge-response mechanisms are relatively easy
to deploy and maintain, e.g., they require support only by the
resolver, but are not secure against MitM attacker. Currently,
most DNS resolvers rely on challenge-responses defenses for
their security.
However, recently practical attacks were shown, [1], [2], [4],
allowing even an off-path attacker to circumvent the challengeresponses mechanisms, exposing DNS to efficient cache poisoning attacks. We hope and believe, that the publication of
these attacks, will catalyze the adoption of DNSSEC.
In this paper, we try to further encourage deployment
of DNSSEC, by discussing the design, motivations, status
and challenges. Furthermore, we identify potential pitfalls
which may result in deployment challenges, or, worse, in
vulnerabilities, and discuss countermeasures.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The correctness and availability of information in the Domain Name System (DNS) are crucial for the correct and
secure operation of the Internet. However, there is a long
history of attacks on the DNS, most notably DNS cache
poisoning, [1], [2], [3], [4], where an attacker provides fake
mappings in responses to DNS requests. Since DNS uses
caching for performance, fake mappings can be cached and
used for long time and to attack many systems.
DNS cache poisoning is a significant threat to Internet security: it may allow weak off-path attackers to redirect communication to incorrect, adversarial, servers, thereby enabling the
off-path attacker to intercept and modify content. DNS cache
poisoning allows to circumvent many defense mechanisms
such as Same Origin Policy (SOP), domain blacklists and
domain-policies (e.g., SPF), exposing to a range of attacks,
such as phishing, credentials-theft, and more.
The importance of correct functionality of DNS, in tandem
with a long history of attacks, yielded significant efforts to
improve DNS security. Defenses against DNS poisoning, can
be categorised into two classes: challenge-response defenses,
where resolvers add random challenges to requests and validate them in responses, [5], and cryptographic defenses, most
notably DNSSEC, [6], [7], [8].

A. Challenge-Response Defenses
Challenge-response mechanisms attempt to provide security
against off-path adversaries, by using some ‘unpredictable
challenge’ values. The DNS resolver should select the challenge values (at random) and send them within the requests.
Then, the resolver should validate that the corresponding
responses, from the intended name server, echo those values.
Two challenge-response mechanisms are adopted by most
resolvers: the DNS transaction identifier (TXID), and the
source port field (added in ‘patches’ following the Kaminsky
attack [1]). Additional mechanisms were proposed and adopted
by some resolvers, e.g., random challenges embedded within
the query (random prefix and case randomization); see, e.g.,
[5], [9].
All challenge-response defenses are ineffective against a
man-in-the-middle (MitM) attacker: a MitM attacker can
simply copy the values from the requests to (spoofed) responses. However, (until recently) the folklore belief was that
challenge-response defenses were effective against off-path
attackers: an off-path attacker does not receive the request,
and hence has to guess the challenge values in its attempt
to construct a (spoofed) response. By using sufficient entropy
in the challenges, guessing the challenge fields become impractical. In particular, both the TXID and the source port

are 16-bit fields; hence, the TXID alone provides insufficient
entropy (exploited in [1]), but as observed there, if both are
truly random, the challenge has 32 bits of entropy, which may
often suffice to render Kaminsky’s attack impractical.
However, in [2], [4], we presented different techniques that
allow off-path attackers to circumvent different challengeresponse defenses, and predict the challenge values, rendering
DNS resolvers exposed to efficient cache poisoning attacks.
While it is possible to prevent these recent attacks, surely they
provide additional motivation to adopt DNSSEC.
B. DNSSEC: Cryptographic Defense
DNSSEC [8], [7], [6] provides security against MitM adversaries by relying on cryptographic authentication (signature) of
records in responses. Its main disadvantage, compared to most
challenge-response defenses, is that it requires adoption both
by the DNS zones and resolvers. Indeed, although DNSSEC
was proposed in 1997 and throughly evaluated as well as
validated analytically [10], it is still not widely supported and
deployed.
For example, we found that only about 2% of the most
popular1 domains are signed. Furthermore, the measurements
in [12] found that about 68% of the resolvers request DNSSEC
records, but only about 1% of them actually validate the
responses. Apparently, the vast majority of resolvers that signal
support of DNSSEC, are in fact non-validating, i.e., do not
reject responses which are not properly signed, e.g., using
the permissive validation mode in Unbound 1.4.19. Ironically,
as we recently showed [4] (and summarize briefly in Section
V-B), this large percentage of resolvers that request DNSSEC
records but do not validate them, may often become vulnerable
to off-path attacks.
This limited deployment of DNSSEC is disappointing, considering its importance and extensive support by the Internet
and security communities. Much of the existing efforts, e.g.,
the Internet Society Deploy360 program [13], focus on educating consumers, domain-owners, infrastructure and software
providers, to increase support for DNSSEC. In this paper,
we focus on the complementing technical aspects, including
challenges, vulnerabilities, and recommended practices.
It seems that significant additional effort is required to
make DNSSEC fully functional, in most domain names and
resolvers; and that more care must be taken to ensure correct
deployment.
Contributions
The main contribution of this work is in encouraging adoption of DNSSEC, while at the same time, raising awareness
to subtleties and potential vulnerabilities, to make sure that
deployements are indeed secure. We investigate the following
issues related to DNSSEC: deployment and interoperability
issues, vulnerable DNSSEC configurations, and attacks on
oversized DNS responses.
1 We computed the statistics for the top 300,000 most popular domains as
listed by Alexa [11].

a) Deployment and Interoperability: We review the current deployment status of DNSSEC and obstacles to deployment, most notably the interoperability problems of DNSSECenabled responses with intermediate Internet devices. We
discuss the common practice of incremental deployment, and
show that it may cause increased vulnerability to poisoning.
b) Vulnerable DNSSEC Configurations: we present several DNSSEC configurations, which are natural and, based on
the limited deployment so far, expected to be popular, yet are
vulnerable to attack. This includes NSEC3 opt-out records and
inter-domain referrals (in NS, MX and CNAME records).
c) Attacks on Oversized DNS Responses: DNSSEC responses include cryptographic keys and hence are relatively
long; we explain how this extra-long responses cause interoperability challenges, and can be abused for DoS and even
DNS poisoning. We discuss potential solutions.
Organisation
We provide a background on DNS and DNSSEC in Section II, and discuss deployment status and interoperability
problems in Section III. We review vulnerable DNSSEC
configurations in Section IV, and exploits of large, DNSSECenabled, DNS responses in Section V. We then conclude this
review of DNSSEC in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section we provide an overview of DNS, and its
extension mechanisms: EDNS and DNSSEC.
A. Domain Name System
The domain name system (DNS), [14], [15], is a distributed
data base of Internet mappings (also called resource records
(RRs)), from domain names to different values. For example,
A type RRs map a domain name to its IPv4 address.
Domains are organized hierarchically; for every domain
name α and each label or domain name x, the domain name
x.α is considered a subdomain of α, i.e., part of the α domain
name space. Namely, the right-most label conveys the top-level
domain.
Domains and their mappings are also administered hierarchically; the mappings of each domain f oo.bar are provided
by a name server, managed by the owner of the domain. The
name server of a domain f oo.bar is identified via a DNS
mapping of type NS, from the domain name to the domain
name of the name server, which could be subdomain, e.g,.
ns1.f oo.bar, or not, e.g., ns.goo.net. Mappings of a domain
name, e.g., x.f oo.bar, are trusted only if received from a name
server of that domain or of a parent domain, e.g., the name
server of f oo.bar or of bar.
Clients use resolvers in order to find RRs for a domain.
The resolvers query the name servers to locate the requested
RRs. Upon query, a name server perform respond with the
corresponding RR, or a non-existing domain response in case
no matching RR exists. Resolvers cache the DNS responses;
the caching time is specified in the TTL field of a response.
Subsequent requests for the same RRs are provided from the
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Fig. 1. Sample resolution process initiated by a stub resolver for an IP address of a web site. Recursive resolver performs the lookup and caches the resource
records from the DNS response. Subsequent requests from clients for the same RRs are satisfied from the cache.

cache.A sample lookup process, initiated with a DNS request
from a stub resolver, is depicted in Figure 1.
B. Extensions to DNS (EDNS)
The original DNS specifications fix the maximal size of a
DNS packet, when sent over UDP, to 512 bytes (RFC 1035).
Longer responses were unusual and truncated, by returning a
partial response and signaling truncation (TC bit set). Upon
receiving truncated response, resolvers should resend the request over TCP.
However, using TCP for DNS requests imposes significant
overhead, requires state in the name server, and adds latency
to responses. Support of longer responses, e.g., for DNSSEC,
without such overhead, is possible using the Extension Mechanisms for DNS (EDNS) [16].
EDNS is an optional, but widely deployed, mechanism, that
allows clients to advertise certain capabilities to DNS servers.
One of those capabilities is a larger reassembly buffer. For
example, a DNS resolver can advertise that it can reassemble
a 2000 bytes DNS response, which is significantly larger than
the legacy limit of 512 bytes. This provides support for larger
DNS responses, as required to transmit (over UDP) long,
DNSSEC-enabled responses, containing keys and signatures.
C. DNS Security (DNSSEC)
When no protection is employed, DNS requests and responses can be inspected and altered by a MitM attacker. For
example, a malicious wireless client can tap the communication of other clients and can respond to their DNS requests
with maliciously crafted DNS responses, containing a spoofed
IP address, e.g., redirecting the clients to a phishing site.
Domain Name System Security Extensions (DNSSEC) standard [6], [7], [8] was designed to address the cache poisoning
vulnerability in DNS, by providing data integrity and origin
authenticity via cryptographic digital signatures over DNS
resource records. The digital signatures enable the recipient,
e.g., resolver, that supports DNSSEC validation, to check that
the data in a DNS response is the same as the data published
within the target zone.
DNSSEC defines new resource records (RRs) to store
signatures and keys used to authenticate the DNS responses.

For example, a type RRSIG record contains a signature
authenticating an RR-set, i.e., all mappings of a specific type
for a certain domain name. By signing only RR-sets, and not
specific responses, DNSSEC allows signatures to be computed
off-line, and not upon request; this is important, both for
performance (since signing is computationally intensive) and
security (since the signing key can be stored in a more secure
location than the name server).
To allow clients to authenticate DNS data, each zone
generates a signing and verification key pair, (sk, vk). The
signing key sk is used to sign the zone data, and should be
secret and kept offline. Upon queries for records in a domain,
the name server returns the requested RRs, along with the
corresponding signatures (in a RRSIG RRs). To prevent replay
attacks, each signature has a fixed expiration date. The clients,
i.e., resolvers, should also obtain the zone’s public verification
key vk, stored in a DNSKEY RR, which is then used by the
clients to authenticate the origin and integrity of the DNS data.
Resolvers are configured with a set of verification keys for
specific zones, called trust anchors; in particular, all resolvers
have the verification key (trust anchor) for the root zone.
The resolver obtains other verification keys, which are not
trust anchors, by requesting a DNSKEY resource record from
the domain. To validate these verification keys obtained from
DNSKEY, the resolver obtains a corresponding a DS RR from
the parent zone, which contains a hash of the public key of
the child; the resolver accepts the DNSKEY of the child as
authentic if the hashed value in DNSKEY is the same as the
value in the DS record at the parent, and that DS record is
properly signed (in a corresponding RRSIG record). Since the
DS record at the parent is signed with the DNSKEY of the
parent, authenticity is guaranteed.
This process constructs a chain of trust which allows the
resolver to authenticate the public verification key of the target
zone. Specifically, the clients authenticate the public verification key of the zone by constructing a chain of trust starting
at the root zone, or another trust anchor, and terminating at
the target zone.
As an example, consider the (simplified presentation of)
chain of trust constructed in Figure 2. The resolver has a
public verification key vkROOT of the root, and it needs to

obtain the A RR (an IP address) for host www.a.com, which
is in a a.com zone. The resolver queries the root, and obtains
the DS and NS RRs (and corresponding IP address in A RR)
for com zone; this data tells the resolver that it should query
the name server authoritative for com zone. DNSKEY of the
root (vkROOT ) is used to verify the signature SskROOT (vkCOM ) on
the DS RR of the child, i.e., com zone. Subsequently, com
zone sends the resolver the DS RR of the child zone, i.e.,
a.com. The DNSKEY vkCOM of the parent zone com is used
to verify the signature SskCOM (vkA . COM ) on the DS RR of the
child a.com. The chain of trust terminates with a DNSKEY RR
whose corresponding private key skA . COM signs the requested
DNS data.
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A (simplified) sample process of constructing a chain of
trust from the root zone to the public verification key vkA . COM of
the target zone a.com; the name servers are depicted with their
corresponding zone files, that (for simplicity) contain only the RRs
relevant to DNSSEC. For ease of presentation in this illustration, the
RRs maintained by the name servers are enumerated, and we specify
the exchanged RRs by indicating the corresponding numbers above
the arrows.
Fig. 2.

should prevent enumerability. Subsequently, in 2009 Bernstein
showed that NSEC3 can also allow discovery of subdomain
names.
NSEC3 supports supports opt-out option, where only secure
delegations have NSEC3 record (i.e., delegations to subdomains that are signed). Opt-out NSEC3 allows better performance for large domains with many unsigned subdomains,
and hence is widely used and often recommended [18]. Optout allows shorter NSEC3 chains with fewer signatures and
smaller signed zone files.
III. D EPLOYMENT AND I NTEROPERABILITY
In this section we review the status of DNSSEC deployment
and validation at resolvers and name servers, discuss deployment challenges and solutions.
A. Interoperability Problems
Intermediate devices, on the path between the resolver and
the name server, may prevent DNSSEC service, by blocking
EDNS queries/responses, blocking long and/or fragmented responses, or removing DNSSEC records from DNS responses;
see [19], [20], [21]. These interoperability problems are due
to differences between DNSSEC enabled DNS responses and
‘legacy’ DNS responses, mainly, support for EDNS, special
RR types, and long responses. For instance, consider Figure 3,
which shows the sizes of the responses of sub-domains of
gov, one of the top level domains with highest adoption of
DNSSEC (by sub-domains). The responses from more than a
half of the domains in gov are of size larger than 1500 bytes,
when queried for an ANY RR, and a significant fraction also
have A RR responses of length over 1500 bytes. The vast
majority of these long responses are due to the use of DNSSEC
by gov and (many of) its sub-domains.
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Authenticated Denial of Existence: When a DNS request
specifies a non-existing record, the name server responds with
a non-existing domain (NX-Domain) response. To authenticate
such responses, DNSSEC does not send a signature over
the non-existing domain name, since this required real-time
signing, contradicting DNSSEC’s strategy of only signing offline for better security and performance (see above).
Instead of signing each non-existing response, DNSSEC
includes alternative authentication mechanisms to allow a
name server to prove non-existence of a resource: the NSEC
and NSEC3 record types.
NSEC, [7], allows to (cryptographically) prove that a resource record set does not exist, by spanning a gap between
two domain names in a zone. NSEC specifies what type of
records exist at a name where it resides and points to the
next domain name (in canonical order) in the zone. One
obvious drawback of NSEC is that it allows discovery of all
subdomains, since each NSEC record points at the next domain
name.
To fix the subdomain exposure risk, an alternative was
proposed: NSEC3, [17] is a chain of hashed names that
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Fig. 3. Length of responses for ANY and A RR queries of GOV domains.
Domains taken from [22]

Why are DNSSEC responses so much longer, and what are
the other differences? When sending a DNS request the client
adds an EDNS OPT pseudo RR to the query, and sets the DO
bit, indicating support of DNSSEC; the client also indicates
the maximal response size in the advertised EDNS buffer size.
The response from DNSSEC-compliant name server, receiving
such request for DNSSEC-enabled domain, responds with a lo

Security enabled name server, receiving such a request, add to
the response DNSSEC RRs for signatures, keys, etc..
A DNS response containing DNSSEC RRs often exceeds
the 512B maximal DNS size specified in RFC1035 [23].
Some firewalls drop such ‘non-conforming’ DNS packets.
Furthermore, such responses may exceed the maximal transmission unit (MTU) on the path, and may thus get dropped or
fragmented. Fragments are blocked by some firewalls, mainly
for security reasons. In addition, some DNS proxies may not
support EDNS and/or not support (and drop) the DNSSEC
record types [21]. As a result of all this, DNS responses may
not reach the client.
To avoid interoperability problems due to long responses,
domains may use shorter public keys and signatures; this is
also recommended, e.g., by NIST [24]. Indeed, the use of 1024
bit RSA keys seem common, and one motivation is probably to
reduce response size. Unfortunately, 1024 bit RSA is already
considered not secure enough, e.g., by NIST [25]. Notice that
sufficient security with short keys is possible with appropriate cryptosystems, e.g., elliptic curve DSA, standardized for
DNSSEC [26]; however, this algorithm is implemented only
by a negligible number of domains (0.002%) [27].
In an experimental study of interoperability issues by
Nominet [19], only 4 out of 24 tested units (broadband
router/firewalls) could support DNS responses larger than 512
byte. Establishing a TCP connection would solve the problem
of the size of DNS responses; however, the client will never
attempt to connect via TCP if it does not receive a (truncated)
response from a DNS server, e.g., say if it were blocked due to
fragmentation. Furthermore, [19] found that support for TCP
in router/firewall DNS proxies (which they tested) is almost
non-existent, i.e., just one unit out of 24 could proxy TCP.
Even when the length of the responses is acceptable, there
may be problems due to the DNSSEC resource records, e.g.,
the EDNS OPT pseudo ‘extension RR’ [28] used to carry
the signaling information, or the signatures carried in RRSIG
RRs. According to [19], 6 out of 22 devices did not handle
correctly DNS queries containing the EDNS RR. The result
was that either plain DNS RRs are returned (without DNSSEC
records) without indication of error, or the query times-out.
Due to concerns about interoperability issues, many resolvers that support DNSSEC, allow unvalidated responses,
thereby allowing downgrade attack [8], where an attacker
sends fake responses that appear similar to responses passing
through non-interoperable devices. For instance, consider an
attacker that poisons the NS and glue A RRs, and provides a
forged delegation NS RR to redirect the clients to a host of
attacker’s choosing; recall that the NS and A RRs are defined
to be the child zone’s authoritative data and they are kept
unsigned in the parent zone. Since the attacker does not have
the secret signing key of the child, it cannot forge signatures
on the DNS data, but it does not need to, when the resolver
will revert to plain DNS without DNSSEC protection.

B. DNSSEC Deployment
Most DNS resolvers do not support DNSSEC validation,
and many domains are not signed with DNSSEC. The fact that
there is currently little support of DNSSEC further reduces a
motivation for early adopters, since protection of DNSSEC
only ‘kicks in’ when all the entities, involved in a resolution
of some domain, support DNSSEC.
1) DNSSEC Validation at Resolvers: A significant fraction
of the resolvers currently signal DNSSEC support; however,
less than 1% actually enforce DNSSEC validation [27], [12],
[29]. Obviously, for such resolvers, DNSSEC does not provide added security. This approach apparently assumes that
permissive use of DNSSEC can provide evidence on whether
the network can deploy DNSSEC fully without problems or
not, while not harming their security; however, in fact, such
resolvers are open to poisoning, and may even facilitate the
attack of [4].
2) DNSSEC Deployment at Zones: To make DNSSEC
validation effective in resolvers the domains have to adopt
DNSSEC. However, most do not. DNSSEC adoption by top
level domains is not bad; the root and the largest domains
such as com, net and org support DNSSEC, and we found that
currently 30% of the TLDs use DNSSEC, apparently mostly
the larger.
DNSSEC adoption is significantly worse for (important)
second-level domains. We found that currently only 2% of
the top 300,000 domains (according to Alexa [30]) support
DNSSEC. Even worse results were found by NIST [31],
who checked DNSSEC adoption in 1070 large industrial US
domains; out of them, they found only 14 (1.4%) have adopted
DNSSEC. Worse: as we show in Table I, only three out of
these 14 domains are really secure; see details in Section IV-A.
Islands of security play an important role in the lack of
deployment of DNSSEC. An island of security is a signed
zone that does not have a DS RR at its parent, e.g., since
the parent is not signed. Thus the resolver cannot construct
an authentication chain leading down from the trust anchor to
the target DNSSEC-enabled zone; as a result, resolvers cannot
authenticate the DNSKEY RR of the child zone.
Currently, there are many islands of security; according to
[32], islands of security constitute 76.6% of the total number
of DNSSEC enabled zones on the Internet.
To facilitate distribution of trust anchors of islands of
security, Trusted Anchor Repositories (TARs) were proposed,
e.g., [33]. The TAR maintains the public verification keys
of islands of security. However, the TARs are not widely
supported since the zones are required to add their public keys
to TARs and resolvers should be configured to query the TAR
to obtain the key when needed.
IV. V ULNERABLE DNSSEC C ONFIGURATIONS
In this section we review two issues which introduce vulnerabilities in the protection offered by DNSSEC: one is related
to inter-domain dependency of DNS and the other is related
to non-deniability of existence of DNSSEC.

A. Pitfalls of Inter-domain Dependencies
Inter-domain dependencies are common in DNS, and occur
when a domain contains resource records in other domains.
The dependencies stem from different motivations and goals,
and are expressed, most notably, via NS, MX and CNAME
records. As we next explain, such inter-domain dependencies may limit the effectiveness of the protection offered by
DNSSEC against cache poisoning, especially during incremental deployment, when the DNSSEC is only partially supported
by domains on the Internet. We conducted a study (Table I)
of DNSSEC configuration by Industry unique US companies
that adopted DNSSEC, according to survey of 1070 domains
by NIST [31]; we found that the DNSSEC configuration, that
most of them support, allows DNS cache poisoning attacks
of addresses of web servers (A), mail servers (MX) or name
servers (NS). We next discuss the vulnerabilities pertaining to
dependencies via different records, and which exploits they
allow.
1) Dependency via NS records: To find the name server
of a subdomain, e.g., f oo.bar, the resolver makes a query to
ns.bar, the name server of the parent domain (bar), which
responds with a referral: the name server ns1.f oo.bar of the
name server(s) of f oo.bar. It is possible, that a name server
of f oo.bar will be in a different domain, e.g., f ie.baz. Even
if both f oo.bar and its parent domain bar use DNSSEC, the
referral sent by ns.bar is not signed, since in DNSSEC, a
name server only provides signatures for its own domain.
Bernstein observed that this implies, that a MitM attacker
can spoof such referral responses [34]. However, [10] observed
that this cannot allow DNS poisoning, since that validating
resolvers should not follow delegation responses without a
signed DS record (when a domain is signed) from the parent
zone. The intuition is that if the name server is in the target
zone then the resolver expects to receive signed NS and A
records from the name server of the child zone. If it does not,
it should not trust the NS and A received in the referral from
the parent zone.
However, this argument is not relevant when the name
server (of a DNSSEC protected domain), is in a domain NOT
protected by DNSSEC. This is the case, for example, for six
(!) of the 14 DNSSEC-adopting domains in Table I. In such
cases, a MitM attacker - and in some cases, often due to the
use of (non-validated) DNSSEC - may be able to send wrong
mappings for the name server (and then, trivially, for specific
domains too).
Furthermore, [35] noted that this mechanism also has security implications. For example, when domain f oo.bar specifies
a name server in another domain, say ns.f oe.baz, then the
mappings of f oo.bar can be controlled (and altered!) not
only by the administrators of bar and f oo.bar, but also by
the administrators of baz, f oe.baz and ns.f oe.baz; we say
that domain f oo.bar trusts domain f oe.baz. Furthermore,
supposed domain f oe.baz has name servers in another domain,
say ns1.f ee, i.e., f oe.baz trusts domain f ee. Then, domain
f oo.bar also depend on (i.e., trusts) domain f ee; [35] call this

the DNS transitive trust property, and showed that it can be
extensive - a typical name depends on 46 servers on average
- and has security implications: compromise of a single name
server on the resolution chain can lead to domain hijacks.
Not signing the NS or A records in referral responses does
not allow spoofing responses from the authentic name servers
(that serve signed records). However, spoofing the name server
records results in a denial-of-service via DNS cache poisoning:
the resolver caches the spoofed records. As a result, even
when a zone appears to be properly signed, and a resolver
can establish a chain of trust to that zone, it may still be
vulnerable.
For example, consider the name servers used by paypal.com,
which are not in the same domain as paypal; see Figure 4.
The parent zones serve NSEC3 for those domains, indicating
that they are not signed2 . Therefore, although the resolver can
establish a chain-of-trust to paypal.com it is still susceptible
to DNS cache poisoning attacks due to the transitive trust
property of DNS.

Fig. 4. Impact of transitive trust on the effectiveness of DNSSEC: paypal.com
supports DNSSEC, however, its name servers are in domains outside of
paypal.com. The parent zones of the name servers serve NSEC3 records,
which indicates that they do not support DNSSEC; the illustration is a screen
capture of dig.

Fig. 5.
Impact of transitive trust on the effectiveness of DNSSEC:
paypal.com supports DNSSEC, however, the web site www.paypal.com is
mapped (via a CNAME chain) to a web site hosted in an unsigned domain
e6166.b.akamaiedge.net; the illustration is based on a collection of response
packets from wireshark.

2) Dependency via CNAME to Unsigned Domain: Another
type of dependency is mapping a resource record, via a
CNAME (alias), to name in a different domain; CNAME is
typically used to map services, e.g., ftp or web servers, to
different names. This is useful for, e.g., web hosting, content
delivery networks (CDNs).
Consider again paypal.com. This zone is signed and serves
properly signed keys enabling the resolvers to validate the
DNS records. However, in order to reach the machine hosting
www.paypal.com the client has to traverse a lengthy CNAME
chain; see Figure 5 that presents a collection of records taken
from responses captured by wireshark. The first CNAME
delegation is signed, while the subsequent four others, are not.
2 Note that these zones (in Figure 4) use a DLV to allow resolvers to
retrieve their signatures, however, this requires explicit configuration and is
not supported by most resolvers.

As a result, although the domain www.paypal.com is signed,
the actual IP address 23.44.242.234 of the web server hosting
the web page of paypal is not signed. This enables MitM
attackers to replace the mapping to a different IP address,
which would be accepted and cache by validating resolvers.
As a result, clients accessing the web site www.paypal.com,
would be redirected to attacker’s controlled host, without any
failure from DNSSEC validation; see Table I for a list of
domains, among the domains that deployed DNSSEC [31],
that are vulnerable to this type of attack.
3) Dependency via MX to Unsigned Domain: A dependency on an unsigned domain can be via an MX record,
whereby a mail server is mapped to a different name. This
allows cache poisoning the mail server. Notice that the implications of mail server hijacking are severe, and can be used for
a range of attacks, including for credentials theft by exploiting
password recovery via email as proposed by Kaminsky [1].
B. Pitfalls of Non-Deniability of Existence
Bernstein, [36], pointed out that NSEC is exposed to zone
enumeration via zone walking the NSEC chain. To fix the zone
walking an alternative was proposed: NSEC3, [17], whihc is
a chain of hashed names that should prevent enumerability.
Subsequently, Bernstein, [34], showed that NSEC3 also leaks
private data allowing zone walking.
Recently, Bau and Mitchell [10] presented attacks allowing
subdomain injection for domains supporting NSEC3 with optout. Opt-out DNSSEC requires only secure delegations to
have NSEC3 record (i.e., delegations to subdomains that are
signed).
V. ATTACKS ON OVERSIZED DNSSEC R ESPONSES
As discussed in Section III and illustrated in Figure 3, the
use of DNSSEC results in long DNS responses, mainly due
to the inclusion of (multiple) long records containing cryptographic keys and/or signatures. In the following subsections,
we discuss two potential abuses of such ‘oversized’, long responses: their abuse for Denial-of-Service (DoS) amplification
attacks, and their abuse to manipulate responses, in particular,
for poisoning.
The problems of oversized DNSSEC responses are mainly
due to the fact that DNS responses are normally sent over
UDP. Some servers, most notably those serving large top-level
domains com and net, send long responses over TCP rather
than over UDP. Since TCP connection begins with a three-way
handshake, attackers cannot complete the connection using
spoofed source IP address (recent TCP injection attacks, such
as [37], are inapplicable). Notice, however, that the use of
TCP increases overhead on both network and server, for all
responses - which can be significant. Furthermore, if not
properly prevented, the use of TCP may even allow SYNclogging attack against the server, see, e.g., [38].
In subsection V-C we argue that part of the problem is due
to the design of DNSSEC, which results in potential unnecessary transmission of unrequired keys and signatures, esp. if
domains decide to support multiple keys and algorithms (as is
highly desirable), and sketch potential (long-term) solutions.

A. Reflection Amplification Attacks
When a domain supports DNSSEC, it returns, in addition
to traditional DNS records, also DNSSEC records, for cryptographic keys and signatures. As a result, the size of DNSSECenabled DNS responses significantly exceeds the size of traditional DNS responses; see Figure 3. Such responses are often
abused by attackers to launch amplification DoS attacks to
clog victim networks and hosts, see, e.g., [39].
In a DNS amplification DoS attack, the attacker sends to
one or more DNS servers many requests, with spoofed (fake)
source IP address. Name servers respond to such requests by
sending (much longer) responses to the IP address that originated the DNS request. The amplification factor is the ratio
between the number of response bytes sent by the amplifying
(benign) DNS server, to the number of request bytes sent by
hosts controlled by the attacker, in the corresponding requests.
With DNSSEC, the ratio can be as high as a hundred. Indeed,
while DNSSEC deployment is still very limited, it has already
been abused in the largest DoS attacks in the recent years,
with reported bandwidths of 100 Gbps (2010), 60 Gbps (2011,
2012) [40] and 300 Gbps [41].
Sometimes, the victim of the DNS amplification attack is
the amplifying DNS server itself, which wastes computation
and network resources on sending the (amplified) response
packets; however, more often, the victim is a network or host,
which receives the responses. The DNS servers use various
mechanisms, to prevent their abuse as vectors in amplification
attacks, in particular, to avoid wasting their own resources
due to such attacks. In fact, the concern about amplification
attacks, may be one of the considerations against adoption of
DNSSEC by name servers. Other defenses for name servers
against their abuse as amplifiers include:
•

•

•

Imposing a maximal quota of queries from the same
source IP address. This defense may help against attacks
against a remote host or network, using the same (or
related) IP addresses, but not against attacks on the
amplifying server itself, where the source IP address is
not important. Furthermore, this defense fails if there
are many spoofed IP addresses, connected via the same
victim network, as in the Coremelt attack [42]. Finally,
DNS request quotas are prone to false-positives, i.e.,
identification of a benign sending resolver as an attacker.
Challenge-response mechanisms, mostly based on redirection of the request to another domain name, where the
new domain name includes a random challenge (‘nonce’)
used to ensure that the request did not contain a spoofed
IP address. However, existing designs, e.g., [43], [44], do
not support DNSSEC validation.
As mentioned above, some servers, most notably those
serving the large top-level domains com and net, defend
against this threat by sending long responses over TCP
rather than over UDP.

The above defenses are relevant only when many requests
are sent to the same DNS server, e.g., against attacks of that
server. They are irrelevant, when the goal of the attacker is

Domain
datamtn.com
sprint.net
debian.org
comcast.net
comcast.com
infoblox.com
paypal.com
nelnet.net
ripe.net
fedoraproject.org
iana.org
icann.org
ietf.org
isc.org

Name Server
X
X
X
X
X
X
island-of-security
NS in unsigned domain
NS in unsigned domain
X
NS in unsigned domain
NS in unsigned domain
NS in unsigned domain
NS in unsigned domain

Mail Server
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
MX in unsigned domain
X
X
X
X

Web Server
X
X
X
CNAME to unsigned
CNAME to unsigned
CNAME to unsigned
CNAME to unsigned
CNAME to unsigned
X
X
X
X
X
X

domain
domain
domain
domain
domain

Vulnerability
secure
secure
secure
web site hijacking
web site hijacking
web site hijacking
name server hijacking
name server hijacking
name server hijacking
mail server hijacking
name server hijacking
name server hijacking
name server hijacking
name server hijacking

TABLE I
V ULNERABLE DNSSEC CONFIGURATIONS AMONG US COMPANIES WHOSE DOMAINS ARE REPORTED , IN [31], AS SECURE DUE TO ADOPTION OF DNSSEC.

to clog some victim network with the response packets, and
the attacker distributes the requests between many different
servers. As awareness to DNSSEC increases and its adoption
speeds up, such amplification reflection attacks may become
feasible, by sending requests to name servers of many different
domains.
However, even currently, this attack is applicable, by sending requests to open DNS resolvers; latest measurements found
over 25 millions to be exploitable for amplification attacks
[45], [46]. Indeed, DNS amplification using open resolvers
facilitated most of the large DoS attacks in recent years
[40], [41]. Considering that most of these open resolvers
are not well maintained, it seems futile to hope that they
will implement anti-amplification defenses; and considering
their vast numbers, blacklisting and filtering traffic from them
by routers, may not be feasible. However, deployment of
DNSSEC is not really necessary for this attack, since attackers
could use other long DNS responses, as well as establish their
own DNS domains with long responses.
B. Off-path attacks on fragmented responses
DNSSEC responses are often long enough, that they can
exceed the MTU of networks in the path from the name
server to the resolver, and hence, get fragmented by the
name server or by a router along the path. The fragments are
forwarded, as regular IP packets, to the destination (resolver),
where fragments are kept in the defragmentation cache until
all fragments of a packet are received, and the packet is
reconstructed.
Ironically, as we recently showed [4], an attacker can send
spoofed fragments, tricking the defragmentation mechanism
into reassembling them together with the fragments sent by the
legitimate source (name server). Conceptually, this technique
is simple: the spoofed fragments just need to have the same
source and destination IP addresses and the same 16-bit IP-ID
(IP packet identifier), as the ‘real’ fragments. The challenge is
to find the IP-ID, and to send spoofed fragments. In [4], we
show that this requires only off-path capabilities, i.e., attacker
does not need eavesdropping (or MitM) capabilities.

By sending random spoofed fragments, the attacker can
easily cause corruption of the original packets; this can be used
directly as a DoS attack, disrupting resolver to name server
communication, or to cause the resolver to select other name
servers, possibly more convenient to the attacker, as in [2].
Furthermore, due to the currently-common case of permissive validation, the off-path attacker will even be able to
perform cache poisoning. In the case of permissive DNSSEC
validation, DNS poisoning only requires a valid DNS response,
with the correct port, DNS-identifier and query; luckily for
the attacker, all these are contained in the first fragment. The
attacker can send a spoofed second fragment, combining it
with the legitimate first fragment, to successfully perform DNS
poisoning; see [4] for details.
C. Unnecessary records in DNSSEC responses
DNSSEC responses are long, since they contain keys and
signatures. Currently, 99.9% of the DNSSEC keys are of the
RSA signature algorithm, using 1024 or 2048 bit keys and
signatures [27]. This is unfortunate; it may have been better to
use algorithms allowing shorter signatures and keys, reducing
the length of DNSSEC responses and the associated abuses.
In particular, it is estimated that comparable security can be
achieved with much shorter keys and signatures, e.g., only 256
bit long, using elliptic curves cryptography; appropriate algorithms are standardised for DNSSEC, e.g., RFC 6605, [47].
However, currently merely 23 elliptic curve DNSSEC keys
are in use (0.002%) [27]. This does not sufficiently motivate
resolvers to support elliptic curves; hence, realistically, domains cannot use only elliptic curve signatures, since that is
likely to be incompatible with most resolvers. Of course, domains could use both elliptic curve and RSA signatures. However, unfortunately, DNSSEC does not contain a ‘ciphersuite
negotiation’ mechanism as in most other IETF cryptographic
standards, e.g., TLS [48]. Hence, when a domain uses multiple
algorithms (or keys), it will send all keys and all signatures to
the client - increasing, rather then decreasing, the overhead.
The same problem may arise, when domains consider using
longer RSA keys or a more secure algorithm, for improved
security, or to change keys periodically. Domain are likely to

continue to use the old keys and algorithms as well for a long
time or forever, due to the concern of interoperability with
resolvers. All this implies obstacles to deployment of more appropriate cryptography, resulting in long DNSSEC responses
and weak security. E.g., according to the experimental study
carried out by SecSpider project, RSA1024-SHA-1 is the most
supported option [27], although, 1024 byte RSA keys may not
be sufficiently secure.
We recommend that the DNSSEC community consider
developing appropriate, efficient mechanisms for cipher-suite
negotiation, allowing domains to use multiple keys and algorithms while sending only these needed by the resolver.
This may extend a related proposal, for signaling DNSSEC
algorithm support [49].
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
The DNS is a critical infrastructure component of the Internet, yet, the currently many DNS resolvers are vulnerable, in
particular, to cache poisoning attacks. The DNSSEC standards
[6], [7], [8], defined and evolved over more than a decade,
extend DNS with cryptographic signatures, to provide security
against Man-in-the-Middle attackers. DNSSEC deployment
has progressed very slowly over the years, but gained some
momentum recently with the signing of root and top level
domains.
In this paper, we discussed several security and deployment
problems with the current DNSSEC design. Several of these
stem from the same problem essentially: DNSSEC requires
transmission of non-standard DNS packets, in particular, significantly longer than standard DNS packets (limited to 512
bytes). The others are related to inter-domain dependencies
and DNSSEC configurations. We outline the problems along
with future directions to alleviate them.
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